Re: Release: 1690
Service Request: 16966
Error Reports: 1985
Programs: PPWIBRS
Copymembers: None
Include Members: None
DDL Members: IXEUDA0C, IXEUDB0C, IXEUDC0C, IXEUDD0C, IXEUDE0C, IXEUDF0C
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: None
Web Include Members: None
Forms: None
Table Updates: None
CICS Help: None
Urgency: Not Urgent

This release addresses the following Service Request and Error Report:

Service Request 16966 – IBRS Modification
Service Request 16966 asks that the order of the display of items on IBRS match the order introduced by R1642 for the PAR Inquiry detail screens (employee identifier and descending PAR_SEQ_NO).

The error report notes that the performance of PPWIBRS can be significantly improved by adding OPTIMIZE FOR 1 ROW to each cursor. The modification was originally implemented locally by UCSD.

Programs

PPWIBRS
This program is the screen processor for the online function IBRS, PAR Inquiry Employee Browse. It was modified to display employee data in order by employee identifier and descending PAR_SEQ_NO. It was also modified to include OPTIMIZE FOR 1 ROW on the cursors.
DDL Members

IXEUDA0C, IXEUDB0C, IXEUDC0C, IXEUDD0C, IXEUDE0C, IXEUDF0C
These DDL members define the indexes used primarily by PPWIBRS. PPWIBRS no longer supports a browse by Social Security Number, but the associated indexes defined by IXEUDE0C and IXEUDF0C have been retained in case they are useful for record access under other circumstances.

Test Plan

A separate Test Plan document is provided with this release.

Installation Instructions

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided with this release.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is Not Urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Caroline.Rider@ucop.edu, or call at (949) 837-1784.

Caroline Rider